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nGenius PFS Management Software
nGenius PFS Management Software Simplifies Administration of Network
Monitoring Fabrics Based on nGenius 3900 Series Packet Flow Switch
As IT organizations deploy network monitoring fabrics to scale and extend packet-flow access across the
enterprise, many organizations face new challenges with the administration of these fabrics. nGenius®
PFS Management software streamlines the administration of network monitoring fabrics based on
the nGenius 3900 series packet flow switch to minimize complexity, improve scalability, and enhance
operational efficiency and flexibility.
The management complexity of a network monitoring fabric grows rapidly with increases in the number
of physical switches, ports, and logical connections. The disparity of traffic flows required by the diverse
monitoring tools also adds the challenge of effectively managing growing filtering rule sets to deliver the
right information to the right tool at the right time. The nGenius PFS Management software simplifies
the provisioning and administration of packet-flow connections across large monitoring fabrics with
a comprehensive, web-based graphical management environment, thereby effectively eliminating
complexity as a barrier to scaling and managing distributed configurations.
The complexity and diversity of packet-flow mappings across the monitoring fabric also adds the
challenge of assuring configuration accuracy on an individual switch, and across switches, within the
monitoring fabric. The nGenius PFS Management software provides intelligent, task-oriented modules
that streamline and automate various management tasks to increase speed to provision, avoid
configuration errors, and assure end-to-end configuration consistency across switches.
IT administrators need continuous visibility into monitoring fabric operation to verify uncompromised
performance and optimal load on the monitoring tools. Using the advanced monitoring capabilities of
the nGenius PFS Management software, administrators can track and verify fabric performance in
real-time as well as use historical data to support proactive capacity planning. In case of issues, the builtin diagnostics and reporting capabilities help accelerate root cause detection and problem resolution.
nGenius PFS Management software enables operational consistency across multiple IT teams requiring
monitoring access to traffic flows through a unified monitoring fabric. Using the nGenius software,
different IT teams can independently control the packet-flow connections serving their monitoring or
security tools, avoiding reliance on any central team, and enhancing each team’s ability to adapt to
changes in service architecture and to support on-demand focused monitoring scenarios. In addition,
the nGenius software is accessible anytime, anywhere using a standard web browser to support
geographically distributed IT teams.

Problems Solved With nGenius PFS Management Software
The implementation of effective visibility and security strategies calls for the expansion of network
monitoring across the different network layers at key sites and across sites, as well as the creation of
network monitoring fabrics for flexible delivery of packet-flows. However, this expansion in monitoring
fabric scale and traffic access points comes with the heightened burden and complexity of managing an
increasing number of monitoring switches, ports, and logical connections to serve the attached tools.
The diverse, task-oriented monitoring tools used by IT organizations today require different levels
of visibility into traffic flows in order to maintain optimal tool performance. To address these diverse
traffic access needs, administrators often have to create and maintain complex switch configurations
to filter and distribute only the relevant packet-flows to each tool. These complex configurations are
time consuming to build, change, and maintain over time, and are also susceptible to disruption by
administrator errors. The continued increase in monitoring tool attachment further compounds this
problem and presents IT administrators with the challenge of accurately provisioning packet-flow
connections at an increasing scale.
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Figure 1: nGenius PFS Management software streamlines monitoring fabric provisioning and management across large-scale
enterprise deployments.

With IT organizations continually asked
to optimize expenditure and resource
utilization, IT leaders can assign only limited
man-hours to maintaining the monitoring
infrastructure. In the absence of a unified
and consistent management platform, IT
organizations may face difficulties allocating
the requisite man-hours to such efforts,
resulting in dependability and scalability
issues, which may hinder execution on
visibility and security strategies.
Furthermore, the dynamic nature of
monitoring operations requires agile
rearrangement of tools and network traffic
access to support changes in service
architecture as well as on-demand focused
analysis. Management of packet-flow
access through a centralized team can
cause scalability issues and impede the
implementation of change. Consequently, IT
leaders need a scalable solution that enables
decentralized management of packetflow access, and empowers the diverse
monitoring teams to adapt that access to
match their needs.
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nGenius PFS Management
Software Capabilities
nGenius PFS Management software is an
intelligent, distributed provisioning and
management platform for the nGenius 3900
series packet flow switch that addresses the
challenges associated with the administration
of large-scale and distributed network
monitoring fabrics. The nGenius software
streamlines the management of monitoring
fabrics ranging from single-switch or singlelocation deployments, to large-scale, multiswitch, multi-site deployments comprising
thousands of ports. The platform is built
for anytime anywhere web-browser-based
access, thereby enabling a high degree of
operational flexibility.
nGenius PFS Management software provides
a powerful graphical user interface that
dramatically reduces the effort of managing
traffic aggregation and distribution from
multiple access points through a unified
monitoring fabric. Using intuitive drag-anddrop provisioning, administrators can rapidly
configure one-to-one, many-to-one, any-tomany, and many-to-any connections, within
a switch and across switches, along with the
desired packet-flow filters. Intelligent, cross
switch provisioning allows administrators to
only define connection endpoints while the
software automatically performs ingress to
egress provisioning, including automatically
selecting the best path for inter-switch
links to assure connection reliability and
performance. This assures end-to-end
configuration consistency, and greatly

enhances provisioning accuracy by avoiding
potential misconfigurations as a result of
human error.
With nGenius PFS Management software,
administrators can track and verify fabric
performance and health. Real-time and
historical traffic statistics as well as utilization
metrics enable assurance of reliable operation,
assessment of load on the monitoring tools,
and proactive capacity planning. Furthermore,
utilization threshold alarms enable rapid
detection of events requiring remapping of
traffic load or capacity upgrades of either
the fabric or the monitoring tools in order
to maintain dependability of the overall
monitoring solution.
nGenius PFS Management software also
enables decentralized control of a unified
monitoring fabric by assigning distinct
domains of authority to specific IT teams.
Employing user authentication and rolebased administration, the nGenius software
provides the different IT teams with
independent control over fabric ports and
logical connections serving their respective
tools, thereby raising operational efficiency.
All activity conducted by different teams is
logged in real-time to assure traceability
and accountability, and enable quick root
cause identification and resolution in case of
problems or configuration conflicts.
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Moreover, nGenius PFS Management
software provides additional capabilities that
further enhance usability and integration into
enterprise environments including:
• Graphical dashboard of switch inventory,
configuration, capacity, and port status
• Integrated reporting and diagnostics
for switch and monitoring fabric health
checking
• Advanced, automatic topology
management based on activity schedules
• CLI management accessible via SSH to
enable script automation and third party
integration
• Supports high availability requirements
with active-standby server redundancy
with stateful failover
• RADIUS and TACACS+ support for user
access control and role enforcement
• Integration with nGenius solution
streamlines operational activities

Benefits of nGenius PFS
Management Software
• Automates and simplifies the management
of multi-switch, multi-location network
monitoring fabrics constructed with the
nGenius 3900 series packet flow switch
• Reduces the time and effort needed
for diverse management tasks enabling
greater speed to provision and increased
efficiency
• Automates and assures configuration
accuracy via an intelligent, GUI-based
administrative environment
• Delivers performance insights into the
monitoring fabric and specific monitoring
tool load for enabling optimization and
capacity upgrade planning
• Supports multi-operational group access
to traffic enabling access to only relevant
or needed traffic flows
• Increases the operational efficiency and
agility of service monitoring through
distributed management and provisioning
of packet-flow traffic access
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